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Investigation of gravity formulated as an embedding theory
A.A. Sheykin
	Formulation of gravity in embedding variables is considered. In this work different aspects of the theory first proposed by Regge and Teitelboim in 1975 are studied. 
	In the introductory part the review of recent developments in Regge-Teitelboim embedding theory is given. Second part is devoted to cosmology in embedding theory. The main result of this part is absence of “extra solutions” of RT equations with assumption of existence an inflation period during the expansion of the Universe and Friedmann symmetry; i.e. predictions of embedding theory with such assumptions are practically the same as of GR. In the third part a complete set of minimal symmetric embeddings of Schwarzchild metric is constructed. The two main results of this part are existence of two new embeddings (with addition to four already known) of such metric; one of which is asymptotically flat, and absence of “extra solutions” of RT equations in these 6 types of minimal symmetric embedding. In the last part the reformulation of embedding theory without the introduction of the coordinates on the embedded manifold is considered and generalized: in this part proposed  the different variant of theory action which conserved all symmetries of such theory, and obtained the equations of motion corresponding this action.
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